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Abstract: (-)-Epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG), the major bioactive constituent in green tea, 

has been reported to effectively inhibit the formation and development of tumors. To maximize 

the effectiveness of EGCG, we attached it to nanogold particles (EGCG-pNG) in various ratios 

to examine in vitro cytotoxicity and in vivo anti-cancer activity. EGCG-pNG showed improved 

anti-cancer efficacy in B16F10 murine melanoma cells; the cytotoxic effect in the melanoma cells 

treated with EGCG-pNG was 4.91 times higher than those treated with EGCG. The enhance-

ment is achieved through mitochondrial pathway-mediated apoptosis as determined by annexin 

V assay, JC-10 staining, and caspase-3, -8, -9 activity assay. Moreover, EGCG-pNG was 1.66 

times more potent than EGCG for inhibition of tumor growth in a murine melanoma model. In 

the hemolysis assay, the pNG surface conjugated with EGCG is most likely the key factor that 

contributes to the decreased release of hemoglobin from human red blood cells.
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Introduction
Malignant melanoma, the major fatal form of skin cancer, is an aggressive and refrac-

tory cancer derived from melanocytes.1 In recent years, the incidence of melanoma has 

been continuously increasing worldwide and becoming a huge public health issue.1 

Surgery, radiation therapy, and chemotherapy are the standard means of treating 

melanoma.2–4 The disease is intrinsically curable, but this largely depends upon early 

diagnosis, otherwise the prognosis is not as optimistic as one would wish.5

Phytochemicals have aroused much interest in treating recalcitrant cancers because 

of their minimal side effects.6,7 (-)-Epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG), the major 

polyphenolic constituent in green tea, has been reported to have anti-proliferative and 

chemopreventive effects against several cancers, such as bladder, breast, prostate, 

colon, and skin cancer.8–10 Not surprisingly, EGCG has become one of the most popu-

lar phytochemicals in the study of cancer treatment. However, poor bioavailability, 

susceptibility to oxidation, first-pass metabolism, and rapid efflux have been the major 

hurdles in drug development.11–13 An efficient delivery system is therefore required to 

improve targeting and bioavailability of EGCG. Given this, primary tasks in the study 

of EGCG include finding an appropriate target site for delivery, and the maintenance 

of adequate cell fluid concentration.

Nanomaterial-based therapeutics have recently attracted increasing attention. With some 

unique chemical and physical properties, gold nanoparticles have been trialed as a vehicle 

for nanomaterial-based therapeutics.14,15 Indeed, gold nanoparticles have been broadly used 

in biomedical applications (eg, as contrast agents, cancer drug vehicles, transfection agents, 
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antineoplastic agents, etc).16 Most importantly, surfaces of gold 

nanoparticles with desired molecules attached have been devel-

oped to transport, for example, complex molecular cargoes to 

metastasis sites as well as to specific cell populations.17 EGCG-

pNG was reported to have synergistic anticarcinogenic activ-

ity, whereby bladder cancer tumor growth was inhibited in a  

C3H/HeN mice model through cell apoptosis.15 However, 

nanoparticles may provoke some negative effects, for example, 

blood cell toxicity.18–20 The composition of blood is rather 

complicated, and generally divided into three main groups 

playing key roles in the homeostasis of blood: white blood cells 

(immune response), red blood cells (RBCs;  oxygen delivery), 

and platelets (thrombosis). Unfortunately, the vulnerability 

of these cells when exposed to nanoparticles has rarely been 

studied.21

In our previous study,15 EGCG-pNG successfully exhibited 

an anti-cancer effect on bladder cells in vitro and in vivo. We 

chose to investigate the effects of EGCG-pNG in melanoma 

because of the condition’s increasing incidence, high fatality 

rate for skin tumors, and therapy-refractory  characteristics. In 

this report, the anti-cancer efficacy of EGCG-pNG on B16F10 

murine melanoma cells was investigated in vitro and in vivo. 

Furthermore, we paid particular attention to the hemolysis of 

RBCs when EGCG-pNG was applied.

Materials and methods
cell culture and chemicals
B16F10 murine melanoma cells and African green monkey 

kidney cells (Vero cells, as control cells) were both obtained 

from the Bioresource Collection and Research Center 

(BCRC) of the Food Industrial Research and Development 

Institute, Hsinchu, Taiwan. Initially, B16F10 and Vero 

cells from BCRC were dispensed in cryogenic vials with 

dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and stored in a liquid nitrogen 

tank. All test cells were refrozen and used from the above 

original cryogenic vials of cells. Dulbecco’s Modified 

Eagle’s Medium (DMEM; Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, 

USA) containing 10% fetal bovine serum with 100 units/

mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin was used for 

B16F10 and Vero cell culture. The EGCG was purchased 

from Taiyo Kagaku Co (Tokyo, Japan), and pNG was 

purchased from Gold Nano Tech, Inc., (Taipei, Taiwan).  

Taxol® (paclitaxel, T7191 Sigma, purity $97%) was pur-

chased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA), and 

N-Benzyloxycarbonyl-Val-Ala-Asp (O-Me) fluoromethyl 

ketone (Z-VAD-FMK) was purchased from BD (Becton, 

Dickinson and Company; BD Pharmingen, San Jose, CA, 

USA; catalog number 550377).

Preparation of egcg-png
The preparation of EGCG-pNG has been described in our 

previous report.22 Briefly, EGCG:pNG ratios of 12.5:1.25, 

25:1.25, 50:1.25, 100:1.25, 12.5:2.5, 25:2.5, 50:2.5 and 

100:2.5 (all µM:ppm) were physically mixed via ultra-

sonication at room temperature for 5 minutes, followed by 

high-speed centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 2 hours; the 

supernatant was then removed. All pellets were dissolved 

in deionized water. The centrifugation and supernatant-

removing process was repeated twice. Finally, we dissolved 

the pellets in deionized water, and the EGCG-pNG nanopar-

ticles were ready to use.

characterization of egcg-png
Evaluation of the size and zeta-potential of EGCG-pNG, and 

the EGCG ratio in EGCG-pNG is described in our previous 

report.22 Briefly, nanoparticle size of EGCG-pNG (in the 

ratio of EGCG:pNG:12.5:1.25, 25:1.25, 50:1.25, 100:1.25, 

12.5:2.5, 25:2.5, 50:2.5 and 100:2.5 [all µM:ppm]) was 

characterized by photon correlation spectroscopy (Zetasizer 

Nano ZS; Malvern Instruments, Malvern, Worcestershire, 

UK) under 633 nm wavelength at room temperature with 

173° detection angle. Mean hydrodynamic sizes were sub-

sequently calculated through cumulant analysis (Z-average 

mean) from the raw data. Zeta potentials of all nanoparticles 

were analyzed via laser Doppler anemometry (Zetasizer Nano 

ZS). The free EGCG was determined via a high-performance 

liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Waters Corporation, Milford, 

MA, USA) system equipped with an automated gradient 

controller, 510 pumps, U6K injector, 481 detector, 746 data 

module, and Waters µBondapak C18 column (3.9×300 mm). 

The concentration of pNG was calculated based on ultraviolet-

visible spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer Inc., Waltham, MA, 

USA) analysis via the standard curve of acknowledged pNG 

concentrations at 520 nm. The fraction of EGCG contained in 

the EGCG-pNG was calculated by dividing the total EGCG 

amount by the sum of the total pNG and EGCG amounts.

cytotoxicity assay
Viable B16F10 and Vero cell numbers were quantified indi-

rectly using WST-8 assay (Enzo Life Sciences, Inc., Lausen, 

Switzerland), with which the modified substrates could be 

reduced to a yellow formazan dye by the dehydrogenases in 

the mitochondria of viable cells. One hundred microliters of 

cells (1×104) were subcultured into each well of a 96-well 

plate for 24 hours. Different concentrations of the EGCG (0, 

6.25, 12.5, 25, 50, 100, 200, and 400 µM) or pNG (0, 1.25, 

2.5, 5, 10, and 20 ppm), or the indicated combination ratios 
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of EGCG and pNG post-ultrasound shaking, were then treated 

with the cells for 24 hours. Taxol® (0.5 µM) was used for the 

positive control. The excess EGCG was completely removed 

to avoid a redox reaction between EGCG and the WST-8 

reagent, and the WST-8 reagent was added after the medium 

was exchanged. The fresh cells only in assigned wells were 

regarded as negative controls, and 450 nm absorbance was 

determined using an ELISA reader (EnSpire® Multimode 

Plate Readers 2300-001M; PerkinElmer Inc., USA). Cell 

viability was presented as the relative percentage ratio of 

the absorbance in the medium (containing EGCG, pNG, 

or EGCG-pNG at each concentration) to that in the control 

medium. The inhibitory concentrations of EGCG or PNG 

required to decrease 50% cell count (IC
50

) were evaluated 

via the non-linear least-squares method.

annexin V binding assay
B16F10 cells were pretreated with pNG 2.5 ppm, EGCG 

50 µM, EGCG-pNG 50 µM:2.5 ppm, and Taxol® 0.5 µM, 

respectively, for 24 hours. Annexin V-fluorescein isothio-

cyanate (FITC) Detection Kit (Enzo Life Sciences, Inc.) 

was used to analyze annexin V binding ability. Collected 

cells were washed with cold phosphate-buffered saline 

(PBS), centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1,500 rpm, and sus-

pended repeatedly in binding buffer. The annexin V-FITC 

and propidium iodide (PI) were then added to 1×105 prepro-

cessed cells in a 5 mL test tube fitted on the flow cytometry 

 apparatus. Cells were gently mixed and incubated on ice 

for 10 minutes in the dark. Finally, binding buffer was 

added to each tube, and 10,000 events were analyzed by 

Cytomics FC 500 (Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis, IN, 

USA) in each sample.

Mitochondrial membrane  
depolarization study by Jc-10  
coupled with hoechst 33342 staining
B16F10 cells were cultured in a 96-well plate for 24 hours. 

The cells were treated with pNG 2.5 ppm, EGCG 50 µM, 

EGCG-pNG 50 µM:2.5 ppm, and Taxol® 0.5 µM, respec-

tively, for 24 hours. JC-10 (Enzo) was then added for obser-

vation of mitochondrial depolarization, and Hoechst 33342 

(Enzo) was added to cell nuclei DNA staining. The cells 

were visualized using a BD Pathway™ 435 high-content 

bioimager system (BD Biosciences). Polarized mitochondria 

with J-aggregate forms and depolarized mitochondria with 

monomer form were marked by orange and green fluores-

cence staining, respectively, while simultaneously being 

excited by 490 nm laser sources.

caspase activities measurement  
based on enzyme-linked  
immunosorbent assay (elisa)
B16F10 cells were cultured in 96-well plates with opaque 

sidewalls for 24 hours, and cells were then incubated with 

pNG (P2.5), EGCG (E50), EGCG-pNG (E50-P2.5), or Taxol® 

(0.5 µM) for 24 hours. Caspase-3, Caspase-8, and Caspase-9 

Colorimetric Assay Kits (Enzo) were used independently to 

assess the activities of the above effector caspases, which trig-

ger cell apoptosis by cleaving intracellular protein substrates. 

Yellow chromophores, p-nitroaniline (pNA), are labeled on 

those caspase substrates and can be released upon cleavage 

by an individual caspase. The indicated caspase substrates 

were mixed in the wells and incubated at 37°C for 2 hours. 

The amount of yellow pNA product is proportional to the 

amount of individual caspase cleavage activity presented in 

the samples. All samples were read at 405 nm in an ELISA 

reader. The fold increases in independent caspase activities 

were determined by comparing absorbance from the pNG, 

EGCG, or combination treated samples with those of the 

control samples.

in vivo induction and  
treatment of melanoma
Male C57/BL6 mice were purchased from the National 

Laboratory Animal Center (Taipei, Taiwan). The animals were 

housed in a climate-controlled room (24°C, 12-hour light/dark 

cycle, 50% ± 10% relative humidity, autoclaved bedding), 

with food (laboratory rodent diet, LabDiet® 5001; LabDiet, St 

Louis, MO, USA) and water ad libitum. All animal experiments 

were approved and monitored by the Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee of National Dong Hwa University 

(Hualien, Taiwan), and all work with the animals conformed 

to their guidelines for the humane care of animals.

Mice were injected with B16F10 cells (2×105/mouse) at a 

volume of 100 µL PBS subcutaneously into the right footpad 

via a 30 G needle. The control group (PBS), EGCG group (2 

mg EGCG/mouse), and EGCG-pNG group (2 mg EGCG-

pNG [50 µM:2.5 ppm]/mouse) were tested in tumor-bearing 

mice. PBS, EGCG, and EGCG-pNG were administrated 

independently via intra-tumoral injection twice weekly on 

day 14 after tumor implantation. Tumor size, food intake, 

and body mass were measured twice weekly following the 

inoculation of tumor cells. A caliper was used to assess tumor 

growth by measuring two bisecting diameters in each tumor. 

Equation 1 was used to calculate tumor volumes:

 Tumor volume (mm3) = (width × length2)/2 (1)
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All mice were sacrificed at day 29 after B16F10 cells were 

injected to grow into tumors and the tumors were sampled 

for subsequent histological examination.

hemolysis assay
The hemolysis assay method was modified from a previ-

ous report.23 Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)-

stabilized human blood samples were freshly obtained 

from Hualien Armed Forces General Hospital, Taiwan. 

The RBC sample for testing was prepared by mixing  

5 mL of blood with 10 mL of PBS, and the mixture was centri-

fuged at 10,000 × g for 10 minutes. After the RBC pellet was 

washed with 10 mL of PBS five times, 50 mL of PBS was added 

for further dilution and the testing sample was ready to use. 

Red hemoglobin leaching in the supernatant was used to assess 

the hemolysis level under exposure to various concentrations 

of EGCG, pNG, and EGCG-pNG. Measurements of hemoglo-

bin absorption in RBCs were taken as positive and negative 

control under double-distilled water (dd-H
2
O) and PBS expo-

sure, respectively. A 200 µL suspension of diluted RBCs was 

added into 800 µL of different concentrations of the EGCG  

(1.57, 3.125, 6.25, 12.5, 25, 50, 100, 200, 400, and 800 µM),  

pNG (0.625, 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 ppm), and EGCG-pNG 

(50:2.5, 50:1.25, 25:2.5, 25:1.25, 12.5:2.5, and 12.5:1.25 

[all µM:ppm]) solutions, and all samples were kept under 

static conditions at room temperature for 3 hours. Finally, all 

samples were centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 3 minutes, and 

100 µL of supernatant from each sample was transferred to an 

independent well in a 96-well plate. Hemoglobin absorbance 

was determined using an ELISA reader at 570 nm, with a 

background correction performing at 655 nm. Equation 2 was 

used to calculate the hemolysis percentage of RBCs:

Hemolysis (%) 

 
100  (sample absorption negative control a

=
× - bbsorption)

(positive control absorption negative control a- bbsorption)

 (2)

statistical analysis
All data were presented as means ± standard deviation 

for at least three samples. The one-way analysis of vari-

ance (ANOVA) method was used to determine statistical 

significance. Different significance levels are marked at 

P,0.05, P,0.01, or P,0.001.

Results and discussion
characterization of egcg-png
The nanoparticle sizes and zeta potentials of EGCG-pNG 

are as noted in Table 1. Percentage packing of EGCG on 

pNG was evaluated based on EGCG content in the EGCG-

pNG particles, and the percentage of EGCG content was 

observed to increase with an increasing EGCG:pNG ratio 

from 12.5 µM:1.25 ppm (1%) to 100 µM:1.25 ppm (27%) 

and 12.5 µM:2.5 ppm (7%) to 100 µM:2.5 ppm (29%), 

respectively (Table 1). As shown in Table 1, alteration of the 

EGCG:pNG ratio led to changes in the effective diameters 

and zeta potentials of EGCG-pNG nanoparticles. The EGCG-

pNG particles at a ratio of 50 µM:1.25 ppm contained 27% 

EGCG conjugate, were around 64.7 nm in size, and had a 

zeta potential of –3.36 mV; these particles were used for 

further study. In our previous report,22 EGCG-pNG at a ratio 

of 50 µM:2.5 ppm showed longer EGCG activity half-life 

(110 days versus [vs] 5 hours), longer controlled release 

time (2 hours vs 30 minutes), and higher antioxidant activity 

(four times) than EGCG alone. Well nanoparticle dispersion 

was also deduced with an optimum zeta potential (±30 mV), 

which is more likely to occur for charged particles due to 

electrostatic repulsion.23

improving the anti-tumor  
effect of egcg-png in vitro
Tumor cytotoxicity of EGCG and/or pNG was assessed by 

checking the viability of B16F10 murine melanoma cells and 

African green monkey kidney cells (Vero cells, as normal cells). 

Under 24-hour post-EGCG and/or pNG treatment, the viabil-

ity of B16F10 cells was found to reduce in a concentration-

dependent manner. After B16F10 and Vero cells were treated 

with 6.25, 12.5, 25, 50, 100, 200, or 400 µM EGCG for 24 

hours, the viabilities of the B16F10 cell group were determined 

to be 92.56% ± 3.63%, 93.85% ± 27.56%, 79.36% ± 29.55%, 

75.00% ± 15.41%, 40.26% ± 13.43%, 18.03% ± 5.65%, and 

18.72% ± 4.87%, respectively. The viabilities of the EGCG-

treated Vero cell group were 110.95% ± 5.20%, 107.94% ±  

3.94%, 109.94% ± 4.51%, 102.03% ± 3.94%, 90.95% ± 

0.85%, 47.19% ± 5.09%, and 36.53% ± 2.46%, respectively 

(Figure 1A). On the other hand, after B16F10 and Vero cells 

were treated with 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 ppm pNG for  

24 hours, the viabilities for the B16F10 cell group were 

102.05% ± 0.91%, 65.13% ± 5.42%, 7.18% ± 1.78%, 2.99% ±  

5.63%, and 0.68% ± 1.07%, respectively, whereas the viabili-

ties of the pNG-treated Vero cell group were 103.47% ± 2.46%, 

107.37% ± 2.36%, 96.12% ± 3.63%, 83.63% ± 2.96%, and 

48.91% ± 2.68% respectively (Figure 1B).

The IC
50

 of EGCG and pNG against murine B16F10 

melanoma cells was determined to be approximately 88 µM 

and 3.8 ppm, respectively, whereas the IC
50

 of EGCG and 

pNG against Vero cells was determined to be approximately 

133 µM and 13.1 ppm, respectively.
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Table 1 characterization of egcg-png versus cell viabilities after 24 hours of treatment

EGCG/pNG  
(μM/ppm)

Zeta  
potential (mv)

Diameter  
(nm)

% EGCG in  
EGCG-pNG

% B16F10 cell  
viability

% Vero cell 
viability

12.5:1.25 -23.6 89.4 1 73.08 99.08
25:1.25 -9.44 69.82 2 60.77 100.08
50:1.25 -5.87 92.19 5 40.34 85.58
100:1.25 -13.1 117.8 27 11.54 75.58
12.5:2.5 -11.7 117.8 7 21.71 85.75
25:2.5 -9.03 73.2 11 16.15 83.16
50:2.5 -3.36 64.7 27 15.13 68.20
100:2.5 -9.77 127.4 29 15.90 51.20
50:0 – – – 75.00 102.03
0:2.5 -42.32 1.6 – 65.13 107.38

Abbreviations: egcg, (-)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate; png, physical nanogold.
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Figure 1 The effects of egcg and png on Vero and B16F10 cell proliferation. 
Notes: (A) cells were treated with or without increasing concentrations of egcg for 24 hours; (B) cells were treated with or without increasing concentrations of 
png for 24 hours. Data shown are means ± standard deviations for three samples. Data containing asterisks are significantly different from the control values at **P,0.01, 
***P,0.001. 
Abbreviations: egcg, (-)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate; png, physical nanogold.
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Improving the anti-tumor effect of EGCG-pNG was 

first determined by observation of cell morphology and 

counting of cell numbers with a given ratio of EGCG and 

pNG.  Treatment with EGCG-pNG resulted in more cells  

with an abnormal morphology and fewer live cells than 

EGCG- or pNG-treated groups (Figure 2A). As per our 

protocol, mixing EGCG and pNG by sonication physically 

produced EGCG-pNG, which demonstrated the improved 

ability to reduce the viability of B16F10 cells compared 

with EGCG or pNG (Figure 2B). The EGCG-pNG (combi-

nation of 25 µM EGCG and 2.5 ppm pNG by ultrasound) 

significantly reduced B16F10 cell viability to 16.15% versus 

control, whereas the cell viability in the presence of EGCG 

or pNG alone was reduced to 79.36% and 65.13%, respec-

tively, versus control. As a result, EGCG-pNG (conjugated 

formula of EGCG and pNG under sonication) does show an 

improved effect on suppression of B16F10 cells in Figure 2B. 

In contrast, EGCG-pNG (combination of 25 µM EGCG and 

2.5 ppm pNG by ultrasound) significantly reduced B16F10 

cell viability to 16.15% versus control, whereas the Vero 

cell viability in the same condition was only reduced to 

83.16% versus control (Figure 2B). As a result, EGCG-pNG 

(conjugated formula of EGCG and pNG under sonication) 

did show a relatively weak cytotoxic effect on the Vero cell 

group, the normal cell control group, compared with the 

B16F10 cell group. The positive control, Taxol® (0.5 µM), 

demonstrated significantly reduced B16F10 cell viability 

to 10.44% versus control, whereas Vero cell viability in the 

same condition was reduced to 27.43% versus control.

We also wanted to know if the same mixing ratio of EGCG 

and pNG without sonication would also result in the same 

improved anti-melanoma effect. The cell viability of B16F10 

cells was evaluated with the indicated ratios of mixtures of 

EGCG and pNG with or without ultrasound preprocessing. 

First, EGCG and nanogold (wherein the ratio of EGCG to 

nanogold is 12.5 µM:1.25 ppm and 25 µM:2.5 ppm) were 

prepared. Second, EGCG and the nanogold were mixed with 

or without ultrasound preprocessing. As a result, EGCG and 

pNG in a combination of 25 µM:2.5 ppm under the ultrasound 

preprocess significantly reduced the number of B16F10 

cells to 4.88-fold (16.15% vs 78.89% cell viability relative 

to control) compared with the mixture without ultrasound 

preprocessing (Figure 2C), suggesting that the EGCG and 

pNG mixture is not able to enhance the cytotoxicity effect 

without ultrasound preprocessing. In our previous report,15 

we found the physically ultrasonicated EGCG and pNG 

resulted in an improved cytotoxic effect over EGCG or pNG 

alone in bladder cancer cells. In this study, we further used 

the B16F10 cell line to confirm or deny the improved anti-

melanoma effect. According to our results, the pure mixture 

of EGCG and pNG (wherein the ratio of EGCG to nanogold is 

25 µM:2.5 ppm) without ultrasonication did not significantly 

improve the anti-melanoma effect.  Conversely, EGCG-pNG 

(the ultrasonication product of EGCG and pNG mixture with 

the same ratio of EGCG to nanogold of 25 µM:2.5 ppm) could 

significantly improve a cytotoxic effect in B16F10 cells. That 

is why we claimed ultrasound treatment was a key process in 

enhancing the cytotoxicity of EGCG-pNG hybrids. In our pre-

vious report,15 we also proved that EGCG was attached to the 

surface of pNG by checking the alteration of zeta potential, 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) structure, and decreas-

ing conductivity in the EGCG-pNG hybrid. EGCG attached 

to the spherical pNG, as a vehicle for efficient delivery of 

EGCG, could increase the EGCG surface contact area for 

target cells over that of free EGCG and might increase the 

cell internalization via pNG nm-size delivery. We believe 

that is why the pure mixture of EGCG and pNG, without 

formation of EGCG-pNG, did not express any significant 

improvement in cytotoxicity in B16F10 cells.

In this study, taking the IC
50

 of EGCG and pNG for 

B16F10 and Vero cells into account, we wanted to choose 

an optimized mixed ratio of EGCG and pNG to proceed to 

further testing. Among the eight kinds of EGCG-pNG we 

prepared, the 100 µM:2.5 ppm EGCG-pNG showed the low-

est cell viability (11.54%) for B16F10 cells, but the mixed 

EGCG concentration was over IC
50

 (88 µM). Finally, we 

chose 50 µM:2.5 ppm EGCG-pNG with penultimate cell 

viability (15.13%) for B16F10 cells to proceed to further 

experiments.

According to the IC
50

 results of EGCG and pNG against 

murine B16F10 melanoma cells, we designed the indicated 

mixed ratios of EGCG and pNG to evaluate the possible 

improving effect of EGCG-pNG on suppression of B16F10 

cells. The trend for reduction in B16F10 cell viability with 

EGCG-pNG (wherein the ratio of EGCG to nanogold is in the 

range of 12.5:1.25, 25:1.25, 50:1.25, 100:1.25 [all µM:ppm]) 

depended on EGCG concentration. These results might be 

related to the increasing EGCG content with an increasing 

EGCG:pNG ratio as described in our previous report.15 On 

the other hand, EGCG-pNG demonstrated very close cyto-

toxic values without significance (P0.05) on suppression 

of B16F10 cells in the range of 12.5:2.5, 25:2.5, 50:2.5, and 

100:2.5 (all µM:ppm). As shown in Figure 2B and Table 1, 

the cell viability of EGCG-pNG 100 µM:2.5 ppm (127.4 nm)  

was higher than that of EGCG-pNG 50 µM:2.5 ppm 

(64.7 nm). This may be because the size of EGCG-pNG 
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Figure 2 improving anti-proliferative activity of egcg and png in vitro. 
Notes: (A) Morphologies of B16F10 cells treated with or without 25–50 µM EGCG and/or 1.25–2.5 ppm pNG for 24 hours (magnification ×40). scale bar, 100 µm; (B) all 
the mixtures of EGCG and pNG underwent ultrasound pretreatment and showed significant 24-hour cytotoxicity compared with pNG or EGCG, respectively, in B16F10 but 
not Vero cells; (C) improved cytotoxicity of the egcg and png mixtures was only achieved with ultrasound pretreatment; this was not observed in the mixture without 
ultrasound pretreatment. The cell viabilities were determined via WsT-8 assay. Data shown are mean ± standard deviation for three samples. Data containing asterisks are 
significantly different from the control values at **P,0.01; ***P,0.001. 
Abbreviations: egcg, (-)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate; png, physical nanogold; e25, egcg 25 µM; e50, egcg 50 µM; P1.25, png 1.25 ppm; P2.5, png 2.5 ppm; e25–P1.25, 
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100 µM:2.5 ppm is larger than the EGCG-pNG 50 µM:2.5 

ppm (Table 1). Kagan et al24 reported that a nanomaterial with 

a smaller dimension could lead to greater toxicity. Smaller 

EGCG-pNG might be more able to contact cells and increase 

the uptake rate, leading to the greater anti-proliferation effects 

on B16F10 cells in this study. Xu et al25 reported that cells 

had a higher uptake for smaller gold nanoparticles. Cho et al26 

further reported that the size of the gold nanostructures influ-

enced their uptake by the cells in a similar way regardless of 

the surface chemistry. On the other hand, the Vero cell group, 

as the normal cell control, retained 51%–100% cell viability 

after EGCG-pNG treatment, demonstrating the relative lower 

cytotoxicity of EGCG-pNG for normal cells when compared 

with B16F10 cells (Table 1).

EGCG has been reported to have high anti-tumor 

activity.8,10,11 Toxicity of green tea-containing supplements 

has also been reported as related to liver damage and toxic 

effects in rodents.27–29 To preserve anti-tumor activity and 

avoid possible toxicity from EGCG, pNG conjugated 

with a relatively low dose of EGCG could also effectively 

inhibit tumor growth and reduce the possible toxicity of 

EGCG. Our experimental data led us to conclude that 

EGCG-pNG has a strong melanoma cytotoxic effect on 

B16F10 cells. So far as we know, this is the first case using 

physically derived gold nanoparticles in conjunction with 

EGCG with ultrasound preprocessing against melanoma. 

Combined treatment with EGCG and vorinostat or vitamin 

A has also shown improved and enhanced anti-melanoma 

efficacy.30,31 In our previous study, EGCG-pNG was also 

proven to access synergistic anti-cancer ability against 

bladder cancer.15,22

apoptosis induction of B16F10 
melanoma cells by egcg-png
EGCG has been widely reported to induce apoptosis in 

various cancer cells.32–34 To further determine whether 

the enhanced cytotoxicity of EGCG-pNG in B16F10 

cells also occurred via the same mechanism, B16F10 

cells were first treated with pNG 2.5 ppm, EGCG 50 

µM, EGCG-pNG 50 µM:2.5 ppm, and Taxol® 0.5 µM, 

respectively, for 24 hours. Annexin V and PI staining for 

apoptotic bodies were evaluated by flow cytometry analy-

sis with 10,000 cells. The fractions of annexin V-positive 

B16F10 cells were 3.59% ± 0.30%, 12.63% ± 0.61%, 

20.93% ± 0.55%, and 25.7% ± 0.54% after treatment with 

pNG 2.5 ppm, EGCG 50 µM, EGCG-pNG 50 µM:2.5 ppm,  

and Taxol® 0.5 µM, respectively, at 24 hours (Figure 3A). The 

fractions of annexin V-positive and PI-negative B16F10 cells 

were 1.0% ± 0.17%, 3.2% ± 0.23%, 6.5% ± 0.23%, and 

11.7% ± 0.41% after treatment with pNG 2.5 ppm, EGCG 

50 µM, EGCG-pNG 50 µM:2.5 ppm, and Taxol® 0.5 μM, 

respectively, at 24 hours (Figure 3B). The fraction of 

the annexin V-positive cells increased 1.7-fold for cells 

added with EGCG and 5.8-fold for cells added with pNG 

compared with that of cells added with EGCG-pNG 

(Figure 3A). The fraction of the annexin V-positive and 

PI-negative cells increased 2.03-fold for cells added with 

EGCG and 6.0-fold for cells added with pNG compared 

with that of cells added with EGCG-pNG (Figure 3B). 

It appears that EGCG-pNG has an enhanced effect on 

B16F10 apoptotic cell death. Taxol®-induced apoptosis, as 

the positive control, was observed through the increasing 

fraction of the annexin V-positive cells and the fraction of 

the annexin V-positive and PI-negative cells.

JC-10, a cationic dye, could remain inside the healthy 

mitochondria and generate orange JC-10 aggregate emissions 

at 590 nm. With a mechanism similar to that of JC-1, JC-10 

is an improved fluorescent probe used for the detection of 

potential change in mitochondrial membranes. The major 

advantages of JC-10 over JC-1 include improved solubil-

ity in aqueous media and a better ability to detect subtler 

changes in potential mitochondrial membrane loss. Along 

with cell injury, JC-10 monomers are generated with potential 

decreases in mitochondrial membrane and results in a shift 

to green emission at 525 nm. In the healthy B16F10 cells 

without any treatment, the fluorescence spectrum displayed a 

high intensity of orange fluorescence with JC-10 aggregates. 

However, the cells treated with EGCG, EGCG-pNG, or 

Taxol® (the positive control) displayed low to high intensi-

ties of green fluorescence with JC-10 monomers, indicating 

apoptotic signs (Figure 3C). The blue images in Figure 3C  

show the location of the B16F10 cell nuclei stained by 

Hoechst 33342 for easy observation and are not related to 

the damage level of mitochondria.

Caspase family proteins play a critical role in apoptosis 

induction. Caspase-8 is activated predominantly through a 

death receptor pathway and caspase-9 is activated mainly 

via a mitochondrial pathway. Both caspase-8 and -9  

are responsible for activating the downstream factor, cas-

pase-3. The activity expressions of caspase-3, -8, and -9 

in B16F10 cells treated with EGCG-pNG (4.28 ± 0.97, 

3.82 ± 1.1, 3.24 ± 0.77-fold increases versus the cells-only 

control) proved to be relatively higher than the cells treated 

with EGCG only (3.25 ± 0.57, 3.00 ± 0.40, 2.18 ± 0.07-

fold increases versus the cells-only control) (Figure 3D).  

The activity expressions of caspase-3, -8, and -9 in B16F10 

cells treated with the positive control, Taxol® 0.5 µM  

(5.37 ± 0.68, 4.46 ± 0.59, 3.81 ± 0.52-fold increases versus 
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Figure 3 enhanced apoptosis induction of egcg by png in B16F10 cells. 
Notes: (A) The fractions of annexin V-positive B16F10 cells were 3.59%±0.30%, 12.63%±0.61%, 20.93%±0.55%, and 25.7%±0.54%, after treatment with png 2.5 ppm, egcg 50 
µM, egcg-png 50 µM:2.5 ppm, and Taxol® (sigma-aldrich; st louis, MO, Usa) 0.5 µM, respectively, at 24 hours; (B) the fractions of annexin V-positive and Pi-negative B16F10 
cells were 1.0% ± 0.17%, 3.2% ± 0.23%, 6.5% ± 0.23%, and 11.7% ± 0.41%, after treatment with png 2.5 ppm, egcg 50 µM, egcg-png 50 µM:2.5 ppm, and Taxol® 0.5 µM, 
respectively, at 24 hours; (C) cells treated with EGCG-pNG for 24 hours expressed more green fluorescence than those treated with EGCG (magnification ×200). Depolarized 
mitochondria are indicated by green fluorescence (JC-10 monomer), and polarized mitochondria are indicated by orange fluorescence (aggregated JC-10). Cell nuclei are indicated 
by blue fluorescence coupled with Hoechst 33342 staining. Scale bar, 10 µm; (D) cells treated with EGCG-pNG for 24 hours showed a significant increase of caspase-3, -8, and -9 
activity compared with those treated with egcg; (E) initiation of time-dependent apoptotic activation by egcg-png treatment via the caspase pathway in B16F10 melanoma cells. 
Data shown are mean ± standard deviation for three samples. Data containing asterisks are significantly different from the control values at *P,0.05; **P,0.01; ***P,0.001. 
Abbreviations: Pi, propidium iodide; egcg, (-)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate; png, physical nanogold; P2.5, png 2.5 ppm; e50, egcg 50 µM; e50-P2.5, egcg-png  
50 µM:2.5 ppm; ZVAD, Z-VAD-FMK, N-Benzyloxycarbonyl-Val-Ala-Asp (O-Me) fluoromethyl ketone.
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the cells-only control) demonstrated positive, and the 

highest, results compared with EGCG and EGCG-pNG 

(Figure 3D).

In order to test whether in vitro caspase inhibition 

could reverse cytotoxicity under EGCG-pNG treatment, 

we used a pan-caspase inhibitor (Z-VAD-FMK) known to 

bind to the catalytic sites of active caspases, rendering them 

 inactive. Briefly, B16F10 cells were treated with EGCG-pNG 

(50 µM:2.5 ppm) in the presence or absence of Z-VAD-FMK 

(50 µM) for 3–24 hours. The results showed that inhibition 

of caspases by Z-VAD-FMK at early time points (3–6 hours) 

did not alter EGCG-pNG-induced cell death. However, at 

later time points (12–24 hours), inhibition of caspases sig-

nificantly reversed cell death in B16F10 cells (Figure 3E). 

These data suggest that EGCG-pNG treatment may initiate 

a time-dependent apoptotic activation via a caspase pathway 

in B16F10 melanoma cells.

In this study, the discrepancy between the cell viability 

test and flow data should be noted. In Figure 1, in the cell 

viability test, P2.5 (65% viability) demonstrated a higher 

proportion of dead cells than E50 (75% viability). In 

Figure 3A and B, the flow data suggest that E50 demon-

strated a higher proportion of apoptotic cells than P2.5. In 

this study, we used a WST-8 assay to evaluate overall cell 

viability, regardless of cell death types and stages. Types of 

cell death, such as apoptosis, necrosis, autophagy, cornifica-

tion, the termination of cell proliferation, and others, could 

affect the numbers of viable cells.35,36 On the other hand, the 

flow data from annexin V-FITC and PI staining were specific 

for apoptotic bodies. The purposes of the WST-8 test and 

apoptosis assay do not completely overlap. We believed that 

P2.5 might induce more cell death than E50 via non-apoptotic 

pathways and demonstrate a lesser apoptotic effect than E50 

in B16F10 cells.

In 1972, Kerr et al reported the concept of apoptosis to 

describe a mode of cell death morphologically different from 

that of necrosis.37 The morphological characterizations of 

apoptosis include rounding cell, condensed chromatin, DNA 

fragmentation, and engulfment by neighboring cells.35,36 In 

this study, we used cell morphology observation, annexin 

V/PI staining, JC-10 staining, and detection of caspase-3, 

-8, and -9 activity to evaluate possible apoptotic pathways in 

B16F10 cells via EGCG-pNG. We demonstrated that EGCG-

pNG induced an enhanced apoptotic effect in the B16F10 

cells by increasing abnormal cell observation, increasing the 

percentage of apoptotic bodies, increasing caspase-3, -8, -9 

activity, and increasing alteration of mitochondria potential. 

In our previous study, similar results were also reported in 

the mouse bladder cancer cells.15

EGCG-mediated apoptosis in various types of cancers has 

been well documented.34,38–40 EGCG associated with heavy 

metals (eg, Zn2+ and Cd2+) has reportedly been able to enhance 

the biological activities of EGCG,41,42 particularly in tumor 

cell necrosis or apoptosis.41 Shukla et al43 reported that the 

development of radioactive gold nanoparticles combined with 

EGCG (198AuNP-EGCG) effectively uploaded nanoparticles 

onto prostate tumor cells and facilitated EGCG internaliza-

tion through 67 laminin receptors.

improving the anti-tumor  
effect of egcg-png in vivo
We conducted an in vivo anti-tumor efficacy evaluation 

in a C57/BL6 mouse model (Figure 4A). Mice were first 

implanted with B16F10 cells on the footpads to grow 

melanoma in situ and were then treated with PBS, EGCG, 

or EGCG-pNG via intra-tumoral injection twice a week on 

day 14 after tumor implantation. Our results revealed that 

tumor volumes shrank in the footpads of mice receiving 

either EGCG or EGCG-pNG in comparison with the con-

trol group (Figure 4B). In the control group, histological 

sections of tumors showed apparent engorgement of tumor 

vessels compared with those in the EGCG-pNG group. 

Melanocyte infiltration was also observed to be greater in 

the control group than in the EGCG-pNG group (Figure 4C). 

Both EGCG and EGCG-pNG groups showed significant 

anti-tumor effects when compared with the control group 

(Figure 4D). The tumor volumes in the EGCG-pNG group 

were also significantly reduced compared with those in the 

control group (P,0.001) (Figure 4D). Less fluid accumula-

tion in the footpad melanoma was observed in the EGCG-

pNG group than in either the EGCG or the control group. 

EGCG-pNG was 1.66 times more effective than free EGCG 

in inhibiting tumor growth on day 29 in the melanoma 

mouse model.

To check for possible renal and hepatic side effects, nano-

gold and EGCG-pNG were administrated subcutaneously 

in the footpads to determine the liver and renal functions 

via serum biochemistry data in test mice. Briefly, normal 

mice were given the same dose of pNG 2.5 ppm and EGCG-

pNG 50 µM:2.5 ppm as those in the mice tumor model for  

7 consecutive days. On day 8, the mice were killed and serum 

was collected. No significant differences were found in the 

serum levels of creatinine, blood urea nitrogen, bilirubin 

alkaline phosphatase, alanine aminotransferase, or aspartate 

aminotransferase between the EGCG-pNG- or nanogold-treated 

and untreated control animals (data not shown).

In clinical statistics, Walsh et al44 reported that primary 

melanoma on the foot or ankle exhibited a lower survival rate 
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Figure 4 increased tumor growth inhibition of egcg by png in vivo. 
Notes: (A) Melanoma murine model protocol. Mice were injected with PBs, egcg, or egcg-png intratumorally twice a week on day 14 after tumor implantation; 
(B) photographs of tumor appearance on day 29 after cell inoculation. Mice receiving egcg-png showed greater reduction in tumor volume than those receiving egcg; 
(C) histology (h&e staining, 40×) of tumors from mouse footpad 29 days after cell inoculation. The control group showed larger engorgement of tumor vessels (yellow 
arrows) than the EGCG-pNG group. The control group showed greater melanocyte infiltration (white dotted line circles) in the cross-sectional view than the EGCG-pNG 
group. scale bar, 50 µm; (D) egcg-png was more effective (1.66 times on day 29) than free egcg at inhibiting tumor growth in the melanoma murine model. Tumor 
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and they are significantly different from the control group at **P,0.01; ***P,0.001. 
Abbreviations: PBs, phosphate-buffered saline; egcg, (-)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate; h&e, hematoxylin and eosin; i.t., intratumorally; png, physical nanogold; s.c., 
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(52%) than melanoma located elsewhere on the leg (84%). 

On the other hand, recurrence or metastasis were still pos-

sible for the primary melanoma, such as foot melanoma, 

with adequate surgical resection during the clinical course. 

Instead of using a well-established melanoma dorsal model 

to investigate the potential of EGCG-pNG as a candidate 

for the anti-melanoma drug, we set up another more real-

istic melanoma footpad model for the mainly anti-cancer 

evaluation of primary melanoma developed on the foot in 

this study. A melanoma footpad model might offer a more 

realistic system to evaluate a new anti-cancer drug for direct 

or combined therapy in primary melanoma.

In our previous study, the anti-cancer effect of EGCG-

pNG for bladder tumors was demonstrated in the C3H/HeN 

mouse model.15 In this study, EGCG-pNG was first proved 

to perform with strong anti-cancer efficacy for melanoma by 

direct intra-tumoral administration in the C57/BL6 mouse 

model. Common major barriers impeding the distribution and 

penetration of anti-cancer drugs in solid tumors include rigid 

extracellular matrix and elevated interstitial fluid pressure.45 

Direct intra-tumoral drug administration can not only bypass 

these major hindrances via systemic delivery but can also 

avoid rapid drug clearance by increasing local retention in 

the target tumor, resulting in better therapeutic payloads.

enhanced biocompatibility  
of egcg-png in human rBcs
Toxicity evaluation of EGCG and/or pNG was performed by 

measuring the damage to human RBCs exposed to EGCG and/or 

pNG by hemolysis assay. Red hemoglobin is released when RBCs 

are damaged, and can be measured at 570 nm, the absorbance of 

hemoglobin. Figure 5A–C are photographs of the RBCs exposed 

to EGCG and/or pNG with different concentrations or ratios. As 

shown in Figure 5D, we found that the higher the concentrations 

of EGCG and pNG, the higher the release of hemoglobin from 

the cell lysis. With either EGCG or pNG, 3-hour incubation 

with RBCs showed a concentration-dependent hemolysis. By 

using the IC
50

 and LC
1
 (the condition leading to 1% hemolysis) 

of EGCG conjugated with pNG, the best combination ratio of 

EGCG-pNG was determined to be EGCG 50 µM:pNG 2.5 ppm,  

whereby lower release of hemoglobin from cell lysis was 

established.

As shown in Table 2, all EGCG-pNG in a range of 

12.5 µM:1.25 ppm to 50 µM:2.5 ppm demonstrated 

a decline in hemolysis level compared with bare pNG. This  

may result from the neutralization of the negative surface 

of pNG by EGCG. On the other hand, 0% hemolysis of 

pure 12.5–50 µM EGCG was equal to or less than the 

hemolysis levels of corresponding EGCG-pNG with identical 

EGCG dose. In contrast with the pure low-dose EGCG 

(12.5–100 µM) without hemolysis effect, pure high-dose 

EGCG (200–800 µM) demonstrated a dose-dependent hemo-

lysis effect from 0.21% to 2.16%. The different hemolysis 

results between pure low-dose EGCG and pure high-dose 

EGCG might be related to the dual function, anti-oxidant 

function in the low dose and the pro-oxidant function in the 

high dose of EGCG. EGCG, as a conventional antioxidant, 

has been reported to induce oxidative stress when applied 

in high doses.46,47

Love et al21 reported that the level of hemolysis induction 

by gold nanoparticles was related to the zeta potential on the 

gold surface in a concentration-dependent manner. Lundqvist 

et al48 and others49–51 recently suggested that the difference in 

nanoparticle adsorption is due to various surface functional 

groups. The pNG surface conjugated with EGCG is most 

likely to be the key factor that contributes the lesser release 

of hemoglobin from human RBCs. The other normal cell 

toxicity (eg, endothelial cell toxicity) has also been used for 

toxicity evaluation in nanoscience. Duan et al52 reported that 

silica nanoparticles could be a potential hazard by inducing 

a toxic effect on endothelial cells in terms of cardiovascular 

disease development. EGCG-pNG, as a biocompatible mate-

rial candidate, really needs more toxicity evaluation before 

further application in biomedicine.

anti-cancer potentials of egcg-png
The combination of the anti-cancer properties of EGCG and 

the stable gold-nanoparticle delivery system, EGCG-pNG, 

a nanosize compound, was successfully fabricated by our 

group via the attachment of EGCG onto pNG via a sonication 

process. In general, nanomedicines were designed to improve 

pharmacokinetics through more passive and active targeting, 

steady drug release, prolonged blood circulation, and more 

opportunities to be taken up by cells via endocytosis.53 The 

enhanced permeability and retention effect (EPR effect) is 

also a well-known property allowing anti-cancer nanomedi-

cines to accumulate in tumor tissue much more than they do 

in normal tissues, resulting in improved anti-cancer effects.54 

Targeting of specific receptors and/or angiogenesis factors 

was also a common strategy used to enhance the effects of 

anti-cancer drugs.55 The 67 laminin receptor, a specific cell 

surface receptor of EGCG, has been reported to overexpress 

in various cancer cells but not in normal cells. Shukla et al43 

reported that 198AuNP-EGCG nanoparticles, prepared via 

redox chemistry, could selectively bind to 67 laminin recep-

tors, which are overexpressed in prostate tumor cells, with 
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excellent affinity and show efficacy in treating prostate cancer. 

On the other hand, gold nanoparticles have been reported to 

bind vascular permeability factor/vascular endothelial growth 

factor and basic fibroblast growth factor, two endothelial 

cell mitogens and mediators of angiogenesis, resulting 

in inhibition of endothelial/fibroblast cell proliferation in 

vitro, and induced permeability, and angiogenesis in vivo.55 

Applications of EGCG-pNG therapy in anti-cancer fields 

via 67 laminin receptors and/or targeting of angiogenesis 

factors might be feasible strategies for future study. In terms 
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Figure 5 rBc hemolysis after treatment. 
Notes: Photographs of rBc hemolysis after treatment with (A) egcg; (B) png; and (C) egcg-png for 3 hours (the red hemoglobin in the supernatant indicates 
the damage to rBcs; dd-h2O and PBs were used as positive and negative controls, respectively); (D) hemolysis results reported as a percentage of the positive control 
condition. A concentration-dependent trend in hemolysis is as shown for 3 hours of EGCG or pNG exposure, respectively. EGCG-pNG showed significantly lower release 
of hemoglobin from cell lysis compared with png alone. Data shown are mean ± standard deviation for three samples. Data containing asterisks are significantly different 
from the control values at ***P,0.001.
Abbreviations: dd-h2O, double-distilled water; egcg, (-)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate; h&e, hematoxylin and eosin; PBs, phosphate-buffered saline; png, physical nanogold; 
rBc, red blood cell.
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of safety, EGCG-pNG was fabricated via sonication using 

EGCG, a natural compound, and pNG, a physical product 

without any chemical reducers or stabilizers. The enhanced 

biocompatibility of EGCG-pNG due to reduced hemolysis 

compared with bare pNG is another benefit for further pos-

sible clinical trials.

As a natural compound, EGCG was originally consid-

ered to be nontoxic and was recently found to be efficacious 

as a prophylactic, but also as a therapeutic, agent acting 

through different pathways. Inevitably, the rather poor 

bioavailability and potential side effects of EGCG need 

to be considered when we extrapolate results obtained in 

vitro to situations in vivo. Modified EGCG, such as EGCG-

pNG, has been designed using nanotechnology to enhance 

efficacy and/or reduce toxicity. As previously mentioned, 

EGCG-pNG prepared at indicated ratios could demonstrate 

higher stability over a reasonable period of time at a pH 

,4, a prolonged retention time, and enhanced biocompat-

ibility in human RBCs compared with free EGCG. In our 

study, EGCG-pNG also successfully displayed improved 

anti-cancer properties for bladder cancer and melanoma 

in vitro and in vivo. For further possible applications and 

increasing therapeutic feasibility, the bioavailability and 

possible side effects of EGCG-pNG need to be further 

evaluated in future studies.

Conclusion
We report for the first time that gold nanoparticles coated with 

EGCG is a combination capable of inhibiting the growth of 

murine B16F10 melanoma cells. The combined EGCG-pNG 

exerts an improved effect, greatly increasing inhibition of the 

growth of B16F10 melanoma cells. The inhibitory mecha-

nism of EGCG-pNG was determined through cell apoptosis 

by increasing abnormal cell observation, percentage of 

apoptotic bodies, caspase-3, -8, -9 activity, and alteration of 

mitochondria potential. In particular, EGCG-pNG showed 

marked efficacy against the growth of melanoma tumors 

in vivo. The high biocompatibility of EGCG-pNG was also 

established via hemolysis assay. In conclusion, EGCG-pNG 

particles promise infinite potential in the treatment of various 

cancers in addition to melanoma.
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